I. Introduction.
Let S=(S, A) be a compact, metric, topological semilattice and let Jf{S) be the set of all closed subsets A of 5 such that A=AaS. In the sense of semigroup theory the elements of Jt(S) are ideals of S while in the sense of lattice theory they are A/-closed subsets of S. When .#(S) is endowed with the Hausdorff metric and with operations v and A defined to be set-theoretic union and intersection, respectively, (J'/iS), v, A) becomes a compact, metric, distributive topological lattice, and moreover there is a natural imbedding ps of 5 into J((S) defined by ps(x)=.xAS (cf. [5] ). Jf(S) provides a ready supply of nontrivial examples of compact, infinite-dimensional topological lattices. As such it has found use in [5] and [8] .
In this paper we show that if L is a compact topological lattice with enough continuous join-preserving maps into / (the usual lattice on the closed real interval [0, 1]) to separate points then there is a continuous join-preserving map <& of dt(L) onto L and if L is distributive then <I> is a lattice homomorphism. If in addition to being distributive J(L), the set of jcin-irreducible elements of L, is a compact semilattice then L is iseomorphic with M(J(L)). This serves to characterize those lattices which can be the lattice of ideals of a compact semilattice.
We shall use the following definitions and notation. Let L and M be topological lattices. A point xeM is join-irreducible if x=avb implies that x-a or x-b. The set of join-irreducible elements of L will be denoted meet-preserving maps of L into M (if L and M are only topological semilattices then MP(L, M) will denote the set of continuous semilattice homomorphisms of L into M); and Hom(L, M) is the set of lattice homomorphisms of L into M. For (f.L->M~, Z(q) = {xeL; x is minima! in qp-1 (•/"(*))}• A* will denote the topological closure of the set A and A°i s the interior of A.
M(S).
We list several miscellaneous properties oiJ({S). Therefore ,4e7(.//(S)).
(2) From [3] or [6] we know that 6 induces a continuous map 4> from //(S)into Jl{T) denned by <&{A) = <f (A)aT. Since unions are preserved by maps O is join-preserving. In general O(AaB)^ 0(A)a6(B). Let ted(A)n 6(B). Then there are aeA and beB such that 0{a) = t = 6(b). aAbeAAB= AC\B. Hence 6(aAb)=6{a)Ad(b) = t.
(3) follows from (2) and the fact that,.//{!) is iseomorphic with /. Part (3) below is slightly more general than the corollary to Lemma 4 of [7] ; however the proof is about the same. Lemma 2.1. Let L be a compact topological lattice.
(1) IfcpeJP(L, I) then Z(q>)^J{L). Proof.
The equivalence of (1) and (2) It is easily seen that is an order-preserving map of J((L) onto L. Suppose that O is not continuous. Then there must be a sequence {An} of elements of Ji(L) converging to A<ßJ4(L) such that {Q>(A")} does not converge to <£>(A0). For each nonnegative integer i let ai = ^>(A-). We may suppose that {a"} converges to a,^a0. Let ^0e^o-Then there is a sequence {b") converging to b0 such that for each n, bneAn. Then since av\\\bn we have tf",_/?0. This implies that <7+>a0. Since Jt(L) is a topological lattice {AnuA0} converges to A" and since <t> is order preserving, O(/4"u>l0)_ Q>(An) for every positive integer n. Thus we may assume that An = A0KJAn for every n. Since a^a^yL there is an open neighborhood U of a0 such that U* does not meet atvL. Then because L satisfies (2) there is a vsemilattice E/e£ U which is a neighborhood of a0. {xeL; a0vxeU^} is open by continuity and it contains A0. Hence U*aL is a neighborhood of A0. 
Proof.
Because A is a prime ideal we may assume that /1 = {0}, for otherwise we need only deal with the Rees-quotient SI A. The topology for S has a neighborhood base of semilattices so for each xeS\{0) there is jJ.eS\{0J such thatxeMd'J0.
(M( y) = {seS; .vAr= v}.) The collection -?/ = {M(yx)0', xeS\{0}} is an open cover of S\{0}. Since S is a compact metric space S\{0} is a Lindelöf space. Hence <W has a countable subcover which we write as {M(yi)°, M( Vg)°, • ■ •}. For each positive integer / define Vj-i'iTi.yt.
Because {0} is a prime ideal v,eS\{0} for all /. No generality is lost by assuming that S has an identity element, 1. Select /, such that leA/(j, )°. Select /., such that yi}eM(y()0. In general select ij+x so that v(,e/V/(j,.+i)°. Let V{\l2i) = S\M(yi). With these modifications proceed with the proof as given by Lawson in [4] , It must then follow that the member of yeMP(S, I) so defined possesses the additional property that <p~x((f(0))=*{0}.
The next result provides additional properties of the map <$> defined in Theorem 2.2. It should be noted that, in the above theorem, I is iseomorphic to Jl(J(L)) and that the map <$;J/(L)^L has full cross-section. Also the above theorem is similar in nature to Theorem 3 of Chapter 18 of [1] .
Remark.
The author is grateful to James W. Stepp for informing him that with the exception of Lemma 2.2. all of the results of this paper can be obtained without the assumption of metrizabilitv.
